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A Letter from Scott Luedke
First and foremost, I would like to thank the entire membership for giving me the
opportunity to be the President of the Commercial Relocation Network these last several
years. While being President I have strived to maintain the honor and integrity of our vision
as set by our founding fathers, while still being open to innovative change. To all the board
members before me, I would like to give a special thanks for taking the time to mentor me
as well as investing their time to show me the way to good stewardship. It has truly been an
honor to personally develop and be involved with multiple learning initiatives such as the
creation of the Guide Book, a few web sites as well as the professional development area
that truly shares the secret sauce of our membership.
This has been an enriched time, a time where I have contributed my expertise, a time
where I imparted skills, some life lessons and a time where I have learned a great deal. I
have learned that CRN is an exceptional class of members that give selflessly of their time
and expertise. A special place to share with your friends and colleagues what makes you
the best of the best. An atmosphere that challenges you personally every year to become
better than you were the year before. The environment paves the way to consistently strive
for knowledge and personal growth, so you may be able to share with your peers what’s
new with you the following year.
The past few years have also taught me the value of having a positive and enthusiastic
group of board members around you. I have witnessed these colleagues giving tirelessly of
their time to enhance the image and productivity of CRN. I want to acknowledge that
everyone on the board has played a valuable part in making CRN a first-class organization.
I’m excited to see where the next President will take us. I believe in Brandon Stephens and
that all the board members will guide us to even higher heights throughout the years to
come. I am excited, as I am sure we all are, to witness the board and our new President,
Brandon Stephens take us to even higher heights throughout the years to come.
Once again, I am extremely grateful for the roles that I have played throughout the
years - they have been happy years that I will always remember fondly.
Sincerely,

Scott Luedke
Past President / Emeritus
Commercial Relocation Network

